
FBI/SB Theory 

Re: Writing Strategies 
Source: File FBI Rejects S/B Theory 

Docs. on FBI refusal to accept JFK’s official autopsy protocol/blaming the Kennedys 
Docs 1, 3,5,9,10 ... .Doc, 5 is Sibert/O’Neill report on autopsy including all the 

medical evidence that SS made offer to FBI but was rejected by Rosen. . . .along with 11 
X-Rays, and slides and film. 

Doc. 5 Siebert/ONeill reports on 11/26/163 on 40 like particles... .Also on JFK back 

wound that was 45-60 degrees in downward location . . .From get-go FBI could not buy 
into the S/B theory. . .See Doc. 12 below 

Doc. 5 p. 4 notes w re: found bullet (CE# 399) found on stretcher with that contained 

stethoscope and a pair of rubber gloves. This was not Connally’s carriage. 

Doc. 7 Sibert/O’Neill to report to WC ... .interviewed by Specter. . Never appeared 

before the Commission. Both were interviewed by Malley on 3/12/’64. Was it before or 

after Specter interview. . . neither went before the Commissiion for obvious reasons 
related to the official story of S/B. . . .was this “theory” in place by March or was Specter 
working on it... .??? 

Doc. 13. SAC, Dallas, to Director 12/13/1963 Notes that the official autopsy report 
with its thru and thru wound from JFK’s back to exiting his throat does not square with 

FBI’s Sibert/O’Neill report findings. . .This is first FBI recognition that its views of 
JFK’s back wound do not jibe with the official autopsy report... .KEY DOCUMENT. 

Doc. 14 classic blaming the Kennedys for why the FBI did not access the official 
autopsy report. 

Doc. 11 4/22/1963 Connallys with FBI review the Z film on 4/21/1963 Both the 
governor and wife agreed that Connally was hit be a separate bullet. . . .This squares with 
the FBI/SS version of the shooting. . . 

Doc. 12 Hoover insists in 1966 that all three shots hit and none missed. . . .FBI ignoring 
the Tague bullet... .


